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Beshear proposes 12.percent budget cut
University President Randy Dunn likes to
remember the line "The Governor proposes
and the general assembly disposes."
It is especially a friendly reminder after Gov.
Steve Beshear's budget address Tuesday night,
proposing a l2 percent cut in university funding statewide.
Already Kentucky universities have returned
3 percent of funds for this fiscal year. With the
recommended 12 percent cuts, Murray State
would lose about $8 million.
But Dunn was quick to remind the house and
senate must both approve the budget, which
will Ukely happen in mid-April, before any firm
decisions can be made.
"It's a 60-day process and we're on about day

Senior gift
returns
to campus

17," Dunn said Wednesday.
Dunn said a small group from the president's
office will review a combination of revenue
enhancements and cost containment measures
to reach the possible $8 million loss.
"We're going to work on getting that put
together over the next few months, but we
won't move forward with anything until we see
what tbe frnal budget turns out to be," Dunn
said. "We're not going to go out announcing $8
million of cuts and slash people out of positions
and cancel raises and things of that nature. At
this point we don't know at all what the fmal
budget will look like."
After the general assembly approves the
budget, campus officials will present a list of

possible cost cuts to the Board of Regents for
fmal approvals.
"We've got to work very hard to do cost containment and to have a list of things ready if we
do have some cuts, and I do think there are
some things that we can look at here at the University, without sacrificing the core mission of
teaching and learning," Dunn said.
While he can't speculate exactly how much,
Dunn said tuition will largely be affected by the
cuts.
"If we at Murray State University tried to
make up the entire cut through tuition, we'd
have to increase it 26 percent," Dunn said.
''No~. we're not going to do that. I mean, I just
don't see any scenario where we could do that,

where we should do that. That's not something
that we plan to do.... And that would have us
no new money; that would just have things
funded the same that they are this year."
During the budget address Beshear mentioned Murray State early on in the speech,
stating he supported the budget language
change to complete the chemistry wing of the
science complex. The University lobbied for a
budget language change last year, allowing
funds allocated for Phase lli (the physics building) to be used to complete Phase II (the chemistry wing). The legislative session closed without the budget language change.

see BUDGO, 3A
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City ordinance puts restrictions on out~ide drinking
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
Some of Murray's restaurants
may get makeovers as a result of
the first reading of the outdoor
drinking ordinance at Murray's
Jan. 24 city council meeting.
The ordinance amending
Chapter 118 of the city code of
ordinances said all restaurants
serving alcohol must obtain a
feeless outdoor alcoholic beverage license by complying with
ordinance 120 after the ordinance's second city co'uncil
reading February 28.
According to the ordinance,
"The license provides requirements that promote the health,
safety, morals and general welfare ofthe citizens of Murray."
Peyton Mastera, a planner for
the City of Murray, said Mayor
Thomas Rushing initiated this
ordinance because of calls made
by concerned Murray citizens.
Alcohol-serving restaurants
will be granted an outdoor alcoholic beverage license contention upon several physical
conditions.
"Some combination of evergreen vegetation or landscaping
will be required around the
perimeter of the outdoor alcoholic beverage area to provide
partial screening at a minimum
height of four feet," the ordinance said.
Not only will restaurants need
four-foot high barriers separating the area from the public, the
ordinance said the only entrance
and exit to the alcoholic beverage area must be through the
restaurant's main structure.
Students who feel their local
drinking area may be
encroached upon can rest

Clayton Vertrees
Staff writer
In an effort to better organize donations
made by graduating seniors, Murray State
officials have begun working with students to form a senior gift committee.
Those heavily involved in the committee's organization will include the Student
Government Association and the Office of
Development.
Along with creating a way to better
organize seniors' donations, SGA President Eric King said he hopes the gift committee will help normalize gift-giving by
students. In the past, King said seniors
have shown how important Murray State
has been to them by giving thousands of
dollars back to the University. King said
the senior gift committee will be a process
in which Murray State students will be
able organize donations so the campus
can reap the gifts' benefits.
"By donating money toward the senior
gift, students can leave a stamp or a legacy on the University," King said. "We
aren't trying to milk money from students
for different things. All the money donated will go toward something voted oo by
students, not to help fund projects like a
new Richmond College."
Gifts donated by past senior classes
include beautification projects like benches and trees. While consideration for this
year's gift is still in the early stages of
brainstorming, King said the ideas mentioned have ranged from the traditional
beautification to campus-wide wireless
Internet capability.
As considerable as the costs would be
for projects like wireless capability, King
said the key to senior gifts is the idea that
each student would only have to contribute a small amount to fund such projects.
"It's not like we're demanding that
every senior give a gift when they have
given so much to come here and pay
tuition from the beginning," King said.

assured because Vitello's
Restaurant has met the requirements for the license.
Although Vitello's owner Evo
Vitello sa,id the restaurant meets
the requirements, he still has
other plans for the restaurant's
alcoholic drinking area.
"Everybody likes to drink outside when the weather's nice,
but we don't want to have people standing around with drinks
in their hand," Vitello said.
"We're trying to build a second-floor patio for people to sit."
Vitello's Restaurant may have
adjusted to the ordinance's conditions, but the restaurant El
Mariachi Loco, must still make
changes to its outdoor drinking
area.
"We have to fix that before we
open the patio," Ezequiel Lopez,
manager and owner of El Mariachi Loco said.
Lopez said his restaurant
would comply with the ordinance, although be said he disagrees with it.
"If you sit down and have a
couple of drinks. I don't think
that looks bad," Lopez said. "If
someone's going to do something, four feet is not going to
stop them. I don't see the point."
While many Murray State students find recreation in drinking
outside, some feel the outdoor
alcoholic beverage ordinance
will not change matters.
"The majority of people probably don't even care," Blake
Drum, junior from ClarkSville,
Tenn., said.
"I say it's probably the elders
complaining. It seems like they
don't even want anybody to
know we're here."

Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.ediL

SENIORS, 3A
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Ben Folds comes to Murray State
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer
With a new semester
comes new artists to Lovett
Auditorium.
Lovett Live
announced last week a bigname
multi-instrumental
artist is coming to Murray to
rock the suburbs.
Ben Folds will perform
April 7 at Lovett Auditorium
as part of Lovett Live's Concert Series. There will be
2,000 seats available. Tickets
are expected to go on sale
mid-February, Mae Goselin,
assistant facility manager for
the Regional Special Events
Center said.
Ticket prices for the first 10
rows will be $35, while other
floor seats will be $25.
"The balcony seats will be

't

hl ....

$20 or $15 for students,"
Goselin said. "That is where
the student discount comes
into play."
Goselin said anyone who
sends an e-mail to rsec@murraystate.edu will be put on a
mailing list to receive early
notifications about the ticket
sale dates.
Since posting fliers around
campus announcing the
spring lineup, Goselin said
the interest in Folds has been
tremendous. The MySpace
page for Lovett Live has
received over 600 hits since
the fliers were hung in buildings like Faculty HalL
Booking Folds for a show
seemed like an obvious decision, Goselin said. Artists are
booked based on the number
of requests from students.

"We had an overwhelming
amount of requests for him,"
Goselin said. "So many people carne to us and talked
about him and wanted (to see
him perform in Lovett). It's
someone we can all enjoy.
I've had high school students
excited for him, and, at the
same time, I've bad professors say how excited they
are.''
Jessica Cary, sophomore
from Louisville, Ky., said she
has not seen Folds live, but is
looking forward to his Murray tour date.
"I love his music and 1 can't
wait to see him in concert,"
Cary said. "I'm hoping his live
show is even better than his
CDs."

see FOLDS, 3A
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campus briefly .

News Editor: Emily Wuchner
Phone: 809-4468

This week
Tuesday

Today
•7 p.m. Murray Civic Music Association
with John McF.uen; Lovett Auditorium,
call (270) 809-4288 for ticket information
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Henry
V"; Curris Center Theater, free
•Scholarship l)eadline. Find an application at www.murraystate.edu/
schoarships/ apply/indcx.cfm

Saturday

Police Beat

I

I
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Jan. 25

Jan. 24

3:04 p.m. Parking enforcement on
University Drive located several
•5 p.m. Campus Activities Board meeting;
fliers placed on vehicles parked
Curris Center Barkley Room; students
on University property. The busimay share issues; open to the public
ness owner was contacted and
•8 p.m. Faculty Recital with Sonya Baker; : was told to remove the fliers.
Performing Arts Hall, free
Murray State officers were noti•8 p.m. All Campus Sing Informational
fied.
Meeting; Farrell Recital Hall Price Doyle
7:09p.m. A caller from the Collins
Fine Arts Building filth floor, open to the
Center for Industry and Technolpublic
ogy said skateboarders were on
the loading dock. An officer told
the skateboarders to leave campus.
8:SS p.m. A female from Rich•4 p.m. Hump Night-Study Night; Curris mond College reported unwanted
contact from a male student. An
Center Marvin D. Mills Center, free
•5 p.m. Student Government Senate meet- officer told the male student to
ing; Curris Center Barkley Room; stu- avoid contact with the female.
dents may share issues; open to the public
•5 p.m. Dinner; Newman House, free
•7 p.m. Christ Ambassadors, Weekly 12:46 p.m.
A caller behind
Word and Worship; Curris Center The- Cutchin Field House reported a
vehicle accident without injuries.
ater
An officer took an accident
report.
6:20 p.m. An officer reported
skateboarders in the Main Street
•6:30 p.m. Belly dancing; Carr Health parking lot. The officer informed
Dance.Studio, $3 students, $5 non-students the juveniles of the Murray State
•7 p.m. Strike Up the Bands; Lovett Audi- Skateboarder Policy and told
them to stay off campus.
torium, free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: 11:04 p.m. An officer from the
EXPO Center reported a person
"Bamako"; Curris Center Theater, free
fell while going down the stairs
.... .•........••...••.....•••.•.•••••••••••. inside the EXPO. Emergency
Medical Services was notified.
and transported the person. An
officer took a report.
Cinema International

W~dnesday

.Jan. 25

Thursday

Photo Courtesy of SG Carthell

·6 p.m. Gospel Explosion; Curris Center Larqe Ballroom, free
•10 a.m. Motocross Racing; EXPO Center;
ends at 7:30 p.m., $10 adults, $6 children
ages 5-10, children ages 4 and under free
•5:30 p.m. Women's basketball vs. jacksonville State; men's game at 7:30 p.m.:
RSEC,free
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International: "Henry
V"; Curris Center Theater, free

Sunday
•9 a.m. Men's tennis vs. Vincennes Junior
College; Kenlake Tennis Center, call 8096800 for more information
•5 p.m. Dinner sponsored by the Newman
House; Newman Center, free

..

Now Playing

: Bamako (Mali):
Feb. 7-9
: Paris Je T'aime (France):
: Feb.l4-16
: Balzac and the Little (France/China):
: Chinese Seamstress
: Feb. 21-23
: Sicko (USA):
: Feb. 28-March 1
Lives of Others (Germany):
March 6-8
: Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Curris
: Center Theater. Admission is free.

.

..

~ 1 Jan. 26

:

7:16 a.m. A caller from Gilbert
Graves Drive by Roy Stewart Sta: dium requested the stairs be
treated for ice. The grounds crew
: and Facilities Management were
: notified.
: 12:25 a.m. A caller from transportation reported a garbage
truck was left with no one around.
The heavy equipment foreman
was told the truck should not be
: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • on. Officer said he would turn off
the truck and take the keys to
lf ~would like au ewsat to appear ill
Public
Safety.
the This Week section. 6Jl otit a form Ia
the Murray State News office at ill Wil- 4:42 p.m. A residence director
said there was not hot water in
son~ fa~~~.,_.
mation to ne~(lib~atate.edd~ •. · , the 1000 block of College Courts.
Central Plant was notified.
Please submit events by :WednesdaY$
at noon. We cannot 'IWU'antee allltems 6:49 p.m. An officer gave a verbal
j warning to Darren J. Brantley.
will be publiahed.
...________________. I non-student from Murray, for dri-

!

:I

:The

Monday
•5 p.m. Residential College Association
meeting; Curris Center Barkley Room;
students may share issues; open to the
public
•6 p.m. National African-American ReadIn; Curris Center Large Ballroom

Coming Up
•YICJina Monologues- Feb. 14 and 16; 7:30 p.m.;
Curris Center Theater. S5 students. S7 non-students

...- fl«·

2:SS p.m. A tiller said a Murray State studeh.t was almost hit by a vehicle in front of
Elizabeth COllege. The caller said tht vehi·
cle jumped the curb and almi)st hit two
other people after nearly hitting the stuclenL 1be caller could not describe the
vehicle.
ving with expired registration.
Murray State Police arrested him
for warrant out by Carlisle County.

Jan. 27
12:45 a.m. An officer at Hart College reported an intoxicated person. The person's roommate took
the person to their room and took
care of the person.
3:35a.m. A caller from Hester College asked a security guard to
check the seventh floor for what
smelled like marijuana. An officer
notified housing.
4:46 p.m. A caller reported theft
of personal property. A report
was taken for second degree burglary.
6:45 p.m. A caller from Pullen
Farm reported lights on and a
vehicle parked at the farm. Officers said students were potting
plants.

Jan. 28
10:33 a.m. A caller from the Ruby
Simpson Child Development
reported an accident involving a
child burned their band on a
heater. Emergency Medical Services was notified. The parent
refused transport. An officer took
a report.
2:14 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety reported the theft of a
Murray State decal A report was
taken for theft by unlawful taking
less than $300.
4:02 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Genicc D.
Alexander, from Fulton. Ky., at
the Collins Center for Industry
and Technology driveway and
Chestnut Street for driving without proof of insurance and
expired registration.
10:05 p.m. The residence director
at Richmond College said a student threatened to harm herself.
The student was transported to
Four Rivers Behavioral Health by
police. An officer took a report.

• • • • • ••

• • • • II •
•••••

Jan.29
8:29 a.m. Murray State Police
summonsed Christopher Marks,
freshman from louisville. Ky.. for
possession of a forged instrument
in the third degree. He was
charged with altering his freshman parking decal by changing
the color from purple to yellow.
Criminal possession of a forged
instrument in the third degree is a
misdemeanor. An officer took a
report.
3:08 p.m. A caller from Hart College said the front desk received
several harassing phone calls. An
officer spoke with the caller. An
officer took a report.
5:53 p.m. A caller from the
Applied Science Building reported hitting a vehicle driving behind
him on the west side of the building. A self-accident report was
given to the caller and the owner
of the vehicle hit. Both vehicles
were moved upon officer's
arrival.

Jan. 30
4:10 a.m. A caller from Hart College reported a rodent possibly in
the ceiling above the bed. Central
Plant was notified.
10:19 a.m. A caller from Springer
College requested Emergency
Medical Services for a person
who was unconscious and not
breathing. EMS was notified and
transported the person. An officer
report took a report.
lt04 a.m. Murray State issued a
citation to Gamic Scott, non-student from Murray, for criminal
mischief in the third degree.

Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests -1
Robin Phelps compiles Police Beat
with materials Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not
listed.

······-
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L,ookinB Por Music?'

Oiscover your next Pavorife musicians here
at the world caPe. ·
480 Morris Rd. • Puryear, 1N 38201 • 731-247..,~v:JIII'I
ThurscJ..w and Friday 9 a.m.- 5 ~ & Saturc:Lw 9 a.m.·
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Th~
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BUDGET

SENIORS

From Pagel

From Pagel

Though the change still awaits
approval from the general assembly, Dunn said he remains optimistic University officials will
secure the language change.
"It was great for us to hear the
governor mention us by name,
but we still have to make sure to
work it through the buJ.get mak·
ing process in the general assembly," Dunn said.
"We can't take for granted that
it will be there, but it's a great
first start and we're grateful for
him putting it out there front and
center."
Also during the address,
Beshear
recommended
no
changes in need-based financial
aid for college students. Beshcar

said he supports allowing universities to sell bonds to finance various campus improvement projects. Dunn said this allows universities flexibility.
"What that means is much
more flexibility for the University
ns well as the ability to kind of usc
our f'tscal capacity to do projects
that arc most needed on a givt•n
campus," Dunn said.
Dunn said he is in constant contact with Sen. Ken Winters. R·
Murray, and Rep. Melvin Henley,
D-Murray and University offi·
cials arc looking at ways to
<lddress the possible cut.
But he also encourages students to help.
"I think activism on the part of

students is very positive," Dunn
said.
"As students at e<lch institution
watch what the universities are
doing, l think you are going to
watch this tum out to be very
serious. potentially, where some
institutions arc lookmg at fairly
high increases.
''When students ure able to
carry a message to policy makers
and legislators that thic; means
real things in their lives -· that
tends to get people's attention
and maybe can provide the impt'"
tus for the gcrwrnl assembly to
make these cuts not quite so
severe."
Emily Wuchner cm1 be reached at
emily. nuchncr@murraystate.edu.

1

"Every senior will be asked to give $20. .
We arc also considering giving students
the opportunity to make pledges of $20
for five years."
Although the Office of Development
will provide SGA with moral and professional support in organizing the gift committee, assistant director of Annual Giving from the Office of Development, Jim
Napier, said student participation will be
the dominant force in determining how
to best use the donations made by student<;.
"The key thing here is participation,"
Napier said. "This committee is going to
be run by students from the SGA, the
Residential College Association, organi·
zations like the Black Student Council,
fraternities, sororities and everyone on

campus that wants to be involved, it
doesn't matter."
As of right now, Napier said he is
working with the SGA to put together a
list of people to get involved and will
eventually help create a Web site that
wiU be launched to provide students with
more information. Through use of the
Web site, Napier said he also hopes stu·
dents will be able to submit and vote on
ideas for the senior gift.
"The senior gift is something that has
gone on in the past, but we are tr}•ing to
bring it back," Napier said. "One reuson it
may have fallen off could be because it
was never really taken under the wing by
professional and student support."
Clayton Vertrees can be re;!chcd at
clayton. vertrccs@murraysta tc.edu.

FOLDS
From Page 1
Murray can expect a lot from l:olds' live per·
formance, Gosclin said.
"He gives so much energy and he's .so
personal (when it comes to performing),"
Goselin s:tid. "When you go to a Ren Folds
show. he really communicates with the audi·

USDA CHOICE
BONELESS CHUCK
POT ROAST

encc and gets them involved. He gets the crowd
singing."
Goselin said Folds will bring a full band with
him.
Other artists who will he performing this
semester at Lovett as part of the Onstagc Series

KROGER BREAD

PEPSI OR
MOUNTAIN DEW
12 PACKS

Sold Aa Roast Only

include the Todd Hill Quartet for Valentine's
Day weekend and the David Condos Band, an
indie band that is quickly gaining critical
acclaim.
"Go to our MySpace, click on these bands and
listen to them,'' said Goselin.

White, Wheal. Buttermilk
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"We don't have a station that is predominant:
ly new college music (in Murray) so. unless
(students) go and take the initiative, they aren't
going to get exposed to it."
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at charlotte.
kylc@murraystatc.cdu.
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Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Calloway County gets a little drier
Murray council develops
new drinking ordinance
restricting open-air bars
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial
board of The M urray State News.
Blatant outdoor drinking, fun and revelry will no longer be
allowed on ·the streets of Murray.
Murray's city council unanimously passed a new drinking
ordinance regulating open-air bars in Murray at its Feb. 24
meeting.
The ordinance requires restaurants to build a four-foothigh wall and provide additional landscaping to screen
pedestrians from drinkers.
Planner for the City of Murray Payton Mastera said the
decision was in response to calls from concerned citizens
pertaining to open-air drinking areas.
"We had concerns with safety and pedestrians views for
families and citizens who do not drink that they have a little
bit of privacy from that:• Matt Mattingly, city director of
administration, said.
Is Murray not a college town? Don't Murray State students
bring millions of dollars into the city's economy every year?
Can we please just responsibly enjoy our alcohol?
There are both positives and negatives to living in a college
town.
Murray State offers economic, social and educational
advantages to the city of Murray, as well as disadvantages
like traffic and the occasional loud bar on a Friday night.
As long as students are drinking responsibly, they should
be able to drink where they want to, whether it be on a porch
or in a sound-proof, enclosed concrete room without windows or doors.
This ordinance is clearly singling out one or two venues in
Murray, which cater mainly to (f()llege-age students. Local
bars and drinkers already have to jump through enough
hoops to even purchase any alcohol, much less drink it.
What's next - are students going to start going speakeasi~s
and making moonshine in their residential college bathtubs?
We just ask the city council to cut a little slack for college
drinkers. They really aren't as close to social delinquents as
the council may think.

Obatna offers voters new vision into future

what do you think...
Should the city council enact anew open-air drinking ordinance?
''I don't know how much of a difference it
will make because people will still be free
to come and go as they please.''

In My

Opinion

lindsey Becker • Newburgh. Ind.
sophomore

"I think it has good intentions, but they
might be going about it the wrong way."

Justin Wylie • Paducah, Ky.
·
junior

.

No, it won't really change anything.
Although, Murray would get more students
if it was in a wet county.''

Brandon
O'Neill
Brandon O'Neill is
a senior majoring
in political science
from Paris, Tenn.

Dan Langton • Haudstadt, Ind.
senior

··No, people don't want to be enclosed
when they go outside for fresh air. Then
why even go outside?''

Ashleigh Myszka · louisville, Ky.
freshman
Kristen Millerflhe News

tb~J!~
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071-3301
E·mail: thenews~murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

www.thenews.org

The past versus the future.
Sen. Barack Obama said it well in his Jan. 26
speech after his landslide victory in the South
Carolina primary when be said this isn't
about black or white, rich or poor, male or
female, but "the past versus the future."
Obama's South Carolina rout of Sen.
Hillary Clinton, 55 percent to 27 percent,
comes after more than one week of negative
and false attacks from the Clintons, most
notably Bill.
The Clintons. seeking to take Obama down
once and for all. began a highly negative
media campaign against Obama, distorting
his views and inserting race into the campaign. Obama's anti-war stance was called "a
fairy tale," when in fact he is the only major
Democratic candidate to have opposed the
war from the start. He was the one opposing
it in the fall of 2002 when it was very unpopular to do so.
Obama has been labeled as a wildcard, or as
Bill put it, electing Obama would be like
"rolling the dice.'' Hillary compared electing
Obama to Gordon Brown taking over in
Britain, only to see a terrorist attack the next
day. The politics of fear being used by the
Clintons is disturbing. though worthy of Karl
Rove and Dick Cheney.
If there is one thing Americans are tired of,
it is the politics of fear that has permeated
American government. The fear mongering
of the Bush Administration is being spread by
the Clinton campaign in an effort to create a
scare tactic about Obama.
To cap it all off, when a reporter asked Bill
about Obama winning South Carolina, he
compared it to Jesse Jackson winning it in
both 1984 and 1988 and still losing the nomi-
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Emily Wuchner
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Opinion Editor • 809-5873
Ashley Edwards
College Life Editor • 809·5871

nation. Of all the politicians to make a comparison like this, we would hardly expect it
from Bill Clinton. His injection of race and
clear insinuation that Obama won because he
is black is truly deplorable.
Speaking as someone who has admired the
accomplishments of Bill Clinton, it is painful
to see him making such ridiculous and false
statements. All of this culminated in two
huge endorsements for Obama. Sunday, Caroline Kennedy, daughter of John F. Kennedy,
endorsed Obama in an opinion piece titled "A
President Like My Father.''
Monday, Sen. Ted Kennedy, the only
remaining brother of JFK, also endorsed
Obama calling on the country to rally around
the one candidate dedicated to bringing
about change in America. Another endorsement came from Toni Morrison, the same
Toni Morrison who originally labeled Bill
Clinton America's "flrst black president."
Going into Super Tuesday, I would urge
everyone to really ask themselves, what is
important? Do we want to reward the campaign tactics of the Clintons with another
term in the White House? Or do we want to
move forward? Obama's campaign has
become a flght for the soul of America. He
has inspired millions in ways no one has
since Bobby Kennedy's 1968 campaign. Here
and now, we can say once and for all this is
our government, and it is time its foundations
are honesty and compassion, not lies and
fear. I would urge everyone to support Obama's candidacy for president. It really is a
question of the past versus the future.
Let's move forward into the future with a
new president who understands the "flerce
urgency of now" and is ready to flght for it.
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Agroup of Murray State News staff members gives its piece on a
group of three questions covering a different topic each week.
This week's topic:

Super Bowl Sunday~
Devon
Bethune

Alaina
Zanin

Advertising
staff

''I like watching all three,
because if the game sucks then
you have other things to look
forward to."

"It depends on who's playing. This
year, I'll definitely be watching for
the half-time show."

Amanda
Crider

Misty

Staff
writer

Photographer

Hays

"I enjoy watching football, the
commercials are tons of fun
too."

"Commercials, because this
year it's not worth watching."

"My mom makes this amazing
cream cheese and salsa dip. It's
wonderfully addictive."

"Shrimp cocktail because it's
tradition."

"I am a huge Patriots fan, so I
am rooting for them all the
way!"

"I wish the Titans and Dan
Marino's Dolphins were playing because it's the best of
both worlds."

What are your favorite Super Bowl game munchies?
"I love nachos and slushies
because I make no sense."

' the chili with sour
"I :im all about
cream and cheese. Come on, it's
the Super Bowl. Extra calories are
a must."

Who are you pulling for, and which team do you wish was actually playing?
"I'm rooting for Eli, but I
wanted Peyton to be there. At
least there is one Manning in
the game."

"I stopped caring about football
after the Packers lost. All I know is
Brett deserves to be there (tear)."

Homophobic church protests Ledger's funeral
Westboro Baptist-church re-defines the meaning of Christianity
In My

Opinion

Mia
Walters
Mia Walters is a
staff writer
for The Murray State
News from
Louisville, Ky.

Westboro Baptist Church
announced Jan. 22 it intended to
picket Heath Ledger's funeral service because of his role as a gay
cowboy in "Brokeback Mountain".
Luckily, Ledger's family and
friends held a private funeral and
were able to avoid any contact with
this church group.
Westboro Baptist became known
throughout the country when its
members started picketing the
funerals of soldiers who died in
Iraq, attributing their deaths to the
homosexual presence in the United
States. Picketers waved signs that
said ''Thank God for Dead Soldiers"
and "Thank God for 9/ ll."
They are the "Christians" who in
1998 picketed at the funeral of
Matthew Shepard, a homosexual
victim of a vicious hate crime in
Wyoming.
They are the "Christians" who in
2006 picketed the funerals of those
who died in the Sago Mine disaster,
stating that this was God's revenge
for homosexual tolerance.
They are the "Christians" who
intended to picket at the funerals of
the victims of the Virginia Tech

massacre and were only dissuaded
in exchange for airtime on a radio
show.
As a journalism student, I understand and appreciate the First
Amendment, but to me, what Westboro is doing is a hate crime behind
the fa~ade of religious protest.
Honestly, if you insist on making a
fool of yourself and of your religion, then do it in a free speech
zone, not at a funeral. Even the infamous MBrother Jim" Gilles seems to
understand that.
ln response to Westboro's radical hatred, a biker group was
formed called the Patriot Guard
Riders. Many of it's members are
war veterans, but the only requirement to join is that you have
respect for fallen soldiers.
The Patriot Guard Riders are
invited to funerals across the country, and they provide a barricade
between the funeral service and the
protesters. They rev their motorcycle engines and sing patriotic songs
to drown out groups like Westboro.
Groups like the Patriot Guard
Riders restore the pride in my
country that Westboro Baptist

removed. They are exercising their
First Amendment rights the way
tbey were meant to be exercised,
not abusing them like those freaks
over at Westboro.
Wearing something as personal
as your religion on your sleeve is
one thing, but to condemn and
harass others in the name of it is
disgusting.
What Westboro is doing for it's
religion is what the pedophile
priests did for Catholicism or what
al-Q.aida did for Islam.
Surely not all Baptists are evil,
not all Catholics are child molesters and not all Muslims want to kill
Americans, but regardless, these
are the impressions that these
groups create.
The congregation of Westboro
which is made up primarily of
friends and family of its demented
leader, Fred Phelps, is sure to find
itself in the same depths of bell to
which it condemns others. Until
then, as blogger Philip DeFranco
said, maybe, we should knock on
Fred Phelps door and have an "assless chaps gay pride parade" in his
front yard.

Zani ........
____ ncu ~
Losing \'Ieight is
no mag1c secret
After that big ball of
glowing lights drops,
millions of Americans
make their new year's
resolution to get in
shape, eat healthy and
shed those unwanted
pounds.
Droves of people
swarm the gym, jan. 2,
buy those ridiculous
home workout contraptions off late-night
' - - - - - - - - ' infomercials and try
every kind of diet Alaina
from the ever-popular
Zanin
Atkins to the grapefruit- and- tuna diet.
Murray State is not immune to the
post-new year diet/workout fad.
Come on, you have to look good in that
swimsuit for Spring Break-right? Hordes
of students have flocked to the wellness
center in search of redemption from their
over-indulgences of cookies, cakes and
pies during winter break.
Being captain of the Murray State cross
country team and running close to 70
miles a week in season makes me just a
little bit skeptical of the motives of these
fair-weather gym goers.
Why? Because we all know when Feb. 2
rolls around the wellness .center is
markedly more empty.
I'm willing to bet any impulse - purchased exercise machines are still in their
boxes with their "As seen on TV" labels
collecting dust.
And I know you've traded in that container of a low-fat Jell-0 for a giant container of not-so-tow fat container of
Rocky Road.
People, please. Losing weight is not
rocket science.
No, just going to the gym and looking
at the machines does not count as a workout.
No, just because you walked a mile on
the track you do not "deserve" a hot fudge
sundae and a large fry.
I'm going to let you all in on a little
secret: all you have to do is burn more
calories than you take in.
Are you hungry because you have your
typical 3,000 calorie-di,et whittled down
to 1,500 calorie-diet that tastes like baby
food? It probably is baby food and of
course you are.
If you work out more, you can eat •
more.
Viola, problem solved.
Okay yes, there are more tricks to the
trade, especially when it comes to motivation.
And yes, I can basically eat whatever I
want because I go through tons of calories everyday, but here's the thing: I run
be"cause I love it.
If working out is a chore to you, you are
probably not going to get your little keister out of bed at 6 a.m. for very long
before you start hating life and hitting the
double-stu£ Oreos.
This is why most people's attempts to
conquer their ever-expanding waistlines
fail. They are exercising and dieting for
the wrong reasons.
If you see it as a chore and restrictionyou are absolutely doomed to stay on a
never-ending cycle of receding and ballooning weight.
Here is my advice: If your goal is to
lose weight for Spring Break, make it realistic, obtainable and measurable.
I'm sorry to break it to you, but your
butt is not going to go from cottage
cheese to rock solid in a few short weeks.
If you reach your goal, reward yourself
with something non-food related, like an
awesome pair of new shoes or that new
video game you've been wanting.
Even though, l think your goal should
be more like "I want a healthier body" or
"1 don't want to go into cardiac arrest
after one more double cheeseburger from
that place with the golden arches."
The goal should not be to look better.
It should be to feel better.
After Spring Break set another goaL
Good habits lead to more good habits and
you'll be rock in that itsy-bitsy bikini in no
time.
Alaina Zanin is the opinion editor for
The Murray State News. She can be
reached at alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.
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Friends begin site,
help campus alum

Fraternities
evaluate safety
I procedures

Mia Walters

!

Staff writer
A Web site was recently created
for a Zimbabwean Murray State
alumnus who is facing deportation
because of the financial policies at
the University.
Masimba "Simba" Muskwe, 27,
graduated from Murray State last
spring. After completing an undergraduate degree in information
systems on a teon.is scholars,bip, he
returned to Murray State to pursue
a master's degree in business. This
is when Muskwe accumulated
$16,000 in debt to the University.
This May, Muskwe's work visa
expires, and to reapply, he needs
his official transcripts. According
to the Registrar's website, howev·
er, Murray State reserves the right
to withhold the release of an official transcript if the student has an
obligation to the University.
Muskwe's friends Lauren Wil-

son and Craig Jacobs, also Murray
State alumni, created the Web site
collecting donations for him. So
far, the site bas raised $1,248.45.
uwben we found out about Simba's situation, we wanted to help,"
Wilson said. "This is an instance
where people can make a very real
impact in one individual's life and
I think that it is something that
almost anyone can get behind."
If sent back to Zimbabwe,
Muskwe said he would not have a
job, because the unemployment
rate is more than 50 percent. He
said his family would also be in a
worse s ituation without the money
he currently sends, and he .will
continue to owe Murray State the
outstanding balance.
"At fu:st I didn't feel comfortable
with the Web site, but I have since
realized that I need to swallow my
pride and try to handle the situation the best I can," Muskwe said.
"It's been tough but it makes life a

1

photo courtesy of Lauren Wilson

(From left) Alicia Carrington, Simba Muskwe. Lauren Wilson and craio Jacobs take
time for a pictureearly this year. Wilson and Jacobs beoan a Web site for Muskwe.
little easier when you have friends
that are willing to go the extra mile
for you."
The University is not completely at fault in this situation, Wilson
said.
"U.S. immigration policies are
the real problem," Wilson said.
"The President's office has been
responsive to the situation, but
they have a policy that makes
sense from the perspective of an

institution for higher learning."
Mia Walters can be reached at
mia. walters@murraystate.edu.

Donations enable revamp of old theater
Halle y Kerchev al
Contributing writer
Students who frequent the Curris Center
Theater may have noticed some of the venue's
new features in the last few months.
Renovations to make the theater more visu·
ally appealing and technologically up-to-date
began in the fall 2007 semester.
Most of the funding for the theater's facelift
has come from private donations. In fact, more
than $50,000 in private funds have been raised
so far, Bob Jackson, associate vice president of
Institutional Advancement said.
"When I was a student in the 1980s, the Curris Center Theater was used very often," jackson said. "I'm glad we're refurbishing it and
bringing it back.''
Jim Baurer, director of the Curris Center, has
been instrumental in the progress of the theater's renovation.
"The primary focus of the renovation is the
quality of the theater experience in regard to
picture and sound," Baurer said.
He said a new screen, sound system and projection equipment were installed in November

2007.
The walls of the theater got
a new look in December
2007 when they were
repainted, Saurer said. The
lobby will also be repainted
and get new carpet this
semester.
"We have pretty much
everything we wanted done
with the exception of
Bob Jackson reupholstering the seats and
Associate vice hanging new drapery for the
president of screen," Saurer said.
Institutional
The theater, which has
Advancement been used for movies, lcc"tures, classes, recitals and
even high school proms, should be completely
refurbished by March, Baurer said.
"The theater is a wonderful addition to this
campus," Jackson said. " It was important to
student life in the 1980s and still is today.:• 1
Cinema International is a particularlyj mpor·
tant part of student life on campus and of the
Curtis Center Theater.
"Students and the Murray community have

Max Carman

..--------. the opportunity to see international and independent
films they wouldn't normally see in a commercial theater," Jackson said.
Michael Waag, professor of
modern languages, said Cinema
International
is
absolutely vital to diversity
on this campus.
"We need to learn about
Jim Baurer other people and their cul·
Director of the tures," Waag said. "We must
Curris Center listen and learn to other
ideas and have empathy for
someone different from us with whom we
share this world.''
Cinema International features a different
international or independent ftlm every Thursday, Friday and Saturday evening at 7:30 in the
Curris Center Theater, free of charge.
• The student life on Murray State's campus is
important, Jackson said, and the Curris Center
Theater is a,venue of opportunity for students.
Hailey Kercheval can be reached
hailey.kercheval@murraystate.edu.

at

For recognition of teaching excellence as evidenced
by his/her effectiveness and ability to motivate and
inspire students in the classroom and outside the
classroom .

A University of Kentucky fraternity
house was condemned for a short time
last week for not meeting city codes', but
Murray State officials said they do not
expect any similar incidents here.
According to the Associated Press, the
Sigma Pi house, just off of the University
of Kentucky's campus, was condemned
after breaking city codes. Inspectors
found beer cans. food and trash throughout the house, which smelled like "a bar
and vomit," according to a code enforcement director. Officers issued bctwt"en 15
to 20 citations and fraternity members
had to move out until the house was
clean. They moved back in Saturday.
Jim Baurer, director of the Curris Cen·
ter, said Murray State fraternity and
sorority homes arc evaluated every fall by
the fu:e marshal. Baurer receives the
reports, which may include things that
should be changed or updated,likc changing the batteries in smoke detectors.
"There are times where he gives (the
occupants) a specified time to correct,"
Baurcr said. "If he feels there is a safety
issue and they are not making the changes
in the time frame, then he has the author·
ity to shut down the house. We've never
had that happen here."
University officials do not inspec t the
homes, but if there are any concerns, Saurer said they would be evaluated.
Mike Young, assistant vice president
for Student Affairs, said most fraternity
homes are owned by housing corpora·
tions. made up of chapter alumni. The
housing corporations serve as landlords
and set standards for living in the home.
Saurer said the homes are a financial
investment for the housing corporations.
"They arc pretty good at keeping up
with repairs," Baurer said.
Young .s aid while officials keep fraternity house safety in the front of their
minds and are always looking for ways to
improve, the University already has a
good plan for keeping the homes safe.
Said Young: "We already require that
all groups that live in the houses ... make
sure they are as safe as they can be as far
as frre codes."
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily.wuchner@murraystate.edu.
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1. In what department does the faculty member teach?

2. Have you had them in class? If so, what class?

3. Is he/she readily available for assistance outside class?

4.What qualities do you feel this teacher· has that would qualify
them for this award for outstanding classroom performance?
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Spotlight

Tbc Murray State News highlights an
interesting fact about sn administrator or
staff member every two weeks.

Duo brings ·more than art to home studio
Robin Phelps
Staff writer
Many Murray State students can
remember the first time they
encountered art, whether finger
painting in kindergarten, doodling
in a notebook or on a visit to a
museum's art exhibit.
For Dick Dougherty, chair of the
art department, and Robin Taffler,
coordinator for Service Learning.
Civic Engagement and Roads Scholars, art is an everyday cn~ounter.
Despite the couple's administrative roles at Murray Statl.•, Dougherty and Taffler carry on artistic lives
beyond their University positions
Though Dougherty, a professional painter. and Tafflcr. a profession
al sculptor, have lived in Murray
since 1992, the couple said a love of
art lead to their marriage.
"I was totally taken ba~k." Tafflcr
said when she :;aw :1 painting of
Dougherty's. "I thought. 'I have to
meet that person."'
Before the couple met in Massachusetts, Taffler said her passion
for sculpting was already developing.
"1 was always doing something
with my hands," Taffler said. "I had
a talent and an ability for sculpting."
While Taffler said art wa~ always
a part of her family, Dougherty said
he showed aptitude for painting in
high school.
After both Dougherty and Taffler
taught at the University of Massa-

chusetts Dartmouth School of
Design, they decided they needed a
change in scenery.
The migration to Murray was an
adjustment for Dougherty and
Taffler, but they continued their art
as they worked with the Murray
Main Street Program and Paducah's
Yeiser Art Center.
Tafflcr spearheaded the Murray
Main Street Program. which began
artistic revitalization and investment in the Murray area. She also
was the curator for the Yeiser Art
Center, a non-profit gallery.
Taffler's efforts in Kentucky did
not end with her projects and work
as curator. but continued when she
took the job as coordinator for service learning, civic engagement and
roads scholars.
Taffler said her job is three-fold.
"I encourage faculty to apply academic coursework to solve real life
problems, help students to understand how they can contribute to
the community, giving them the
skill to help them problem-solve
and service high schools," Taffler
said.
While Taffler works to build the
community, Dougherty heads the
art department.
As the chair of the department
Dougherty manages 1the department
and works with faculty, students
and staff as they work to keep up
with two national accreditation visits.
"I like working with students and

Across campus
Kentucky takes part in 'Super Tuesday'
ASSOCIATED PRESS- Kentucky will be able to take part in
future "Super Tuesday" elections as part of a bill the state Senate has approved.
A split Senate voted 21· 14 Wednesday to approve the measure,
which is sponsored by Senate President David Williams. The
Republican senator said Kentucky should have more say in nominating presidl'ntial candidates.
The plan also moves the filing deadline for candidat~s from
January to April. Possible runoff elections in gubernatorial prim,tries would also be eliminated.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy said Kentucky cannot afford the
approximately $6 million it would cost to participate in "Super
Tuesday" elections.
·
The proposal heads to the House for consideration.

faculty to work toward a common
goal. a common vision," Dougherty
said.
Working around the clock at Murray State, Dougherty and Taffler
still find time to enjoy their home
studio.
"l needed to find my way back
into the studio," Taffler said. "Dick
has been excited and anxious to get
me back into the studio."
Numerous -art pieces are displayed within their home.
A golden, metallic bowl sits on
top of a red-painted, wooden, slim
table draped with a colorful cloth·
the image appears three-dimensional, but upon a closer look, it is clear
the image is a painting. Dougherty's
other paintings adorn the walls of
the home.
A curvaceous crimson figure covered in plastic limbs much like baby
arms facing in every direction is
Taffler's sculpture, "I Only Have
Two". It sits atop a shelf in the couple's studio.
These are just a few of the many
pieces of art within Dougherty and
Taffler's home, but some will leave
to become parts of exhibitions.
Taffler plans to display several
small-scale bowling-pin sculptures
as a body of work representing
women's issues.
"Even though they're personal to
me, they're universal to women,"
Taffler said.
While Taffler sculpts, Dougherty
paints many still-life portraits of

Misty Hay<flhe News

Dick Douqherty and Robin Taffler stand in front of the kitchen in their Murray home.

fruit, which appear to be painted as
they were, but were really chosen
and positioned to convey an idea or
concept. In "Aid for the Weary" a
golden apple supports a large pear
in front of ivory-colored linens set
in a museum like frame.
"A lot of people don't consider
the frames when they look at a
painting, but they nrc an integral
part," Dougherty said.

Dougherty "and Taffler may have
created myriads of artwork, but for
each work, a dedicated week of at
least 30 hours is the price.
Though Dougherty and Taffler
lead busy lives at Murray State,
Dougherty said they strive to
accomplish new art pieces to add to
their growing collection.
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

VISitors bureau looks for volunteers

Kentucky bill may aid universities

The Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau needs volunteers for office assistance, visitor guide deliveries and events.
Murray CVB is looking for enthusiastic and responsible
students who want to get involved with the community while
gaining volunteer hours.
For more information about the program con!act Lindsay
Geib, executive director of Murray CVB. by calling 759-2199
or e-mailing erincarrico@tourmurray.com.

ASSOCIATED PRESS - Kentucky's public universities could
more easily obtain financing for construction projects under a
bill approved by the House.
The legislation would allow universities looking to build dormitories, libraries, laboratories or other campus facilities to issue
their own revenue bonds. Under current law. universities must
get legislative authorization and be included in the state budget.
The House approved the measure 91-0 Friday. It now goes to
the Senate for consideration.

Health assessment comes to Murray
On Jan. 29, 4,000 letters were mailed to randomly selected
students to inform them of their selection for the participation in the National College Health Assessment
The assessment is used to track student health outcomes,
protective behaviors and other behaviors a national level.
For more information about the program, contact Judy Lyle
by calling 809-3809.

Pre-vet club offers day spa for dogs
On Feb. 2 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. the Murray State's Animal
Health Technology Pre-vet Club will have a "Doggie Day Spa" at
Calloway County High School.
The cost for a bath is $7, $4 for ear cleanin~ and nail trim and
$10 for bath, ear cleaning and nail trim. ID tags are $3.
Contact Kathy Hodge for more information by calling 759·1884.

Jim Baurer
Outstanding Staff
Service Award
For ~ecognition of a staff member who has gone above and
beyond the call of prescribed duty and shown exceptional
~edication with regard to the students of Murray State Universicy

801 PARAMOUNT DRlVE • MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 759-2480 • Across from RSEC
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!,__________ _ _ _,would like to
nominate

for the award.
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1. What area does the staff member work in?

ChiTOPracti

2. What qualities do you feel this·staff person has that would
qualify him/her for this award?

Are You Ready to Accept the Challenge?
The loga n Doctor of Chiro p ractic program Includes extensive
study in scie nc e, phy siotherapy, nutrition, radiology, clinical
sciences, c hiropractic techniques, business training and
extensive c linical rotations.
Students a lso have the o pportunity t o c o mbine their
c hiropra ctic educa tion with a unique Master' s degree In
Sports Scie nce & Rehabilitation (M S/DC).

Specialties Within Chiropractic:
· • Sports Rehab
• Pediatrics
• G e riatrics
Radiology
• Ac up uncture

+

• General Prac tice
• Neurology
+ Ortho pedics
Research
Personal InJury

(Nominee must have five (5) years full time
employment at MSU)
Student's Signature_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Date_ _
____________________Phone_ _ _ ___

M~or

+
+

Conta ct logan University at www.logan.edu fo r
a n info packet to your future a s a Docto r of
Chiropra ctic.

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY
NOON, FEBRUARY 29, 2008.
PLEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS
IF NECESSARY.
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nled by Cate's grandparents, Peggy and Gary Taylor, of Hazel, Ky.

it takes a

Murray listed among 100 Best
Communities for Young People
Staft'Report
For the third year in a row, Murray and Calloway
County were named one of the winners of the 100
Best Communitil!s for Young People, according to a
press release.
Nearly 750 participants from about 300 communities entered the competition. sponsored by Americjl's
Promise Alliance and Capital One. The winning
cities, towns and counties are from 37 different
states.
Mayor Thomas Rushing said he was ~d and
proud of the awa,rd Murray received.

(Above) Christy and Elliot Frederick of Murray cheered on the Racers against Samford.
(Below) Jonathan, Kim and Delany Miller of Benton, Ky., met Air Dunker before the game.

"For a city our size and to receive this award when
there are 1,000 communities in the United States
competing for this honor - what more can you say?
It's an honor," Rushing said.
Rushing said he thinks the good school systems,
the University, the climate and attitude of residents
make Murray stand out.
America's Promise Alliance works to create a part·
nership 'with corporations. nonprofit organizations,
foundations, policy makers and advocacy and faith
programs to make .sure children receive fundamental
resources ~ueceasful. lllfalqzy and productive
lives.

Headstart preschool teacher Kathy Boren shares snacktlme with students (from left) Maleeah Milby, Ethan Alverson, Giovanni Lopez and Jolie Smith.
located In the basement of Alexander Hall, is one of the programs to
support youth that helped Murray achieve recognition as a top community for younq people. Mayor Thomas Rushinq said the University is one of the assets that Murray has to offer local youth.
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Asection of Racer fans packed Austin Peay's Dunn Center ThursdaVnight to cheer the Racers to victory. Awin. however. proved to be intangible for Murray State.

Racers lose overtime thriller against OVC rival Austin Peay
Aaron Weare

thought we did alright."
The Governors kept their lead
through the entire first half, extending it to as many as l3 at one point.
The Racers chipped away at the
lead, getting within five points with
4:22 left in the hal£, but the Governors extended the lead back to 10
points with 2:14 left in the ftrst.
Junior guard Tyler Holloway took
over the remaining two minutes,
scoring the final eight Racer points
and ending the half with the score at
51-45 in A.ustin Peay's favor.
Holloway ended the first half with
17 points, making four of five threepoint attempts and shooting five of
eight overall for the half. Holloway
finished the night with 26 points, hitting five of seven three-point shots.
"Tyler kept us in the game in the
first half," Kennedy said. "He played
tremendous basketball. I'm so proud
of him and the effort he gave. His
leadership out there was great."
The second half provided more
drama than the Shawshank Redemption. The Racers opened the half on
a 15-4 run to give them a 60-55 lead
with 13:05 left in the half. The Governors responded with an 8-2 run that
gave them a 63-62 lead. The teams
traded baskets until sophomore
guard Danero Thomas made a lay-up
that gave the Racers a 75-73 lead
with 1:49 to go.
This is where the Racers began
their downfall. Three consecutive
Racers missed the front end of a one
and one free throw attempt, and

Sports Editor
With two seconds left on the clock
against Austin Peay Thursday night.
memories of Chris Weber flashed
through the minds of the 4,647 fans
in attendance at the men's basketball
' game. That's because of the unfortunate mistake made by the Racers'
senior guard Ray George.
' George called a timeout when the
Racers had no timeouts remaining,
which sealed the Racers' fate in a 9287-overtime loss.
"I don't know if Ray knew if we
bad any timeouts left," Head Coach
Billy Kennedy said. "(The coaching
staff) were screaming that we didn't
have any (timeouts) left. There was
a discrepancy with the timeouts,
because we thought we bad one left."
The end of the game was a fitting
end to 45 minutes of fast and furious
basketball between the two teams.
With four lead changes and four tied
scores, the game lived up to its
billing as a heavyweight match-up
between the two top teams in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
The Governors jumped out to an
early 8-0 lead, which they extended
to 17-7 by the game's 16-minute mark.
"We took some punches early,"
Kennedy said. "We thought we got
their best shot in the first eight minutes. They really came out on ftre,
and they were attacking. Once we
settled in and started playing the
way we are capable defensively, I

Senior Ray George fights to get a shot off during Thursdays oame.
senior guard Bruce Carter only made
one of two free throws to put the
Racers up 76-74 with 29 seconds left
in regulation.
On the Governor's final posses-

sion in regulation, Wes Channels
drove in and hit a lay-up to tie the
game at 76. Holloway had his shot
blocked at the buzzer to send the
game into overtime.

In overtime, it was the Wes Channels show, as he hit three three-point
shots, the third of which gave the
Governors an 87-82 lead with 40 seconds left. The Racers responded
with a Thomas three-pointer to
close the Governor lead to 87-85.
The Governors hit one free throw
and George came down and made a
lay-up to cut the Governor lead to
88-87. Channels bit two free throws
to give the Governors a three point
lead.
George dribbled down the court
with eight seconds left in the game
and slipped at the three-point line.
George called the timeout that the
Racers didn't have, subsequently
·· a tchnialrul
~ ~~
rece1vmg
e
c 10 .
Channels hit his two free throws.
to give him 29 points for the game,l3
of which came in over time.
"Channels bit big shots," Kennedy
said. "For them to win they had to hit
those shots and we had to miss free
throws. I'm proud of our guys.
Austin Peay is a great team and they
showed it tonight."
The Racers were without the service of their starting point guard,
junior Kevin T homas, who was suspended for the game.
"There was an incident that happened that I wasn't pleased with, so
we decided to suspend Kevin for this
game for violating team rules,"
Kennedy said. "It's possible he'll be
back for our next game."
Aaron Weare can be r eached at
aaron. weare@murraystate.edu.
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Women's team picks up 21-point win against Govemo~~:::
AutunmBoaz

Editor in chief

Senior Shaleea Petty looks to make a passInside.

With eight games left in the season, women's basketball Head Coach Jody Adams is
quick to remind her team that time is running
out.
After a 78-57 win against Austin Pcay Thursday, the Racers are left with less than four
weeks to play in the regular season - four
weeks consisting of nail-biting Ohio Valley
Conference play, which will ultimately decide
the team's conference-tournament fate.
"It's in their hands now," Adams said after
Thursday's game. "It's not time (for the team)
to make adjustments. It's time to believe in ·
what we do."
In Adams' inaugural season she has watched
her team win eight OVC wins, including the
Racers' Thursday victory, which puts the team
in fourth place in the conference and gives the
team an overalll4-6 record.
But Adams' spot is on the sideline, and the
ball is in the hands of her players. Her words,

however, are on the minds of her athletes
rebounds.
every moment of the way.
"When you hold a team to 33 percent, seve~
"l have a big role," Senior Shaleea Petty said
out of 10 shots are bouncing off the rim, so
after Thursday's win. "My role is mainly to
you've got a job to do (rebounding wise,}t>
communicate and play defense - that's what
Adams said.
•
I'm told. That's what r try to go out and do
After the 81-74 loss to Southeast Missouri
every night."
State Satltrday, Petty said the win gave the
Thursday, Petty, the veteran starter, led the
team a boost.
•
team with 17 points and dished out a team"We took a loss to SEMO the other night,
high five assists.
but we didn't get sad, we just came back to
Ten Racer players made a contribution to
practice the next day," Petty said.
the score book, including junior Amber Guffey
After letting the loss soak in for four days,
and senior Alaina Lee who each tallied 14
the Racers redeemed the loss Thursday night
points. Lee ended the game just two rebounds
and are looking to pick up their ninth OVC
shy of a double-double.Senior Ashley Hayes
win against Jacksonville State.
recorded 10 points and eight rebounds, while •
"It's every team's goal to get to the tourna-senior Angela Brown (eight points) and senior
ment," Petty said. "We're trying to get to th-e
Jessica Jackson (five points) rounded out the
home court in the first round, so we're just
list of Murray State's top-five scorers.
taking it one game at a time."
The four highest-ranked teams at the end of
Despite notching 78 points on the scoreboard, Adams' said she was more pleased with
the regular season will host first-round con·
ber team's activity on the defensive end. Murference games.
ray State held the Governors to just under 34
Autumn Boaz can be reached a~
percent from the field and tallied 26 defensive
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.
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TV Events
Sunday: ABC @ 2:30 p.m.
NBA

Mavericks at Pistons

Tuesday: ESPN @ 8 p.m.
College Basketball
Florida at Tennessee

Wednesday: ESPNU
College Football
National Signing Day
Wed. : ESPN @ 8 p.m.
College Basketball
·Duke at North Carolina

asmz:
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Murray State Events
Sat. : Men's Tennis @ 9 a.m.
Kenlake Tennis Center
Bethel College at Murray State

Sat.: Women's B-Ball @ 5:30p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Jacksonville State at Murray State

Sat. : Women's Tennis
Kenlake State Park
Belmont at Murray State

Sat. : Men's B-Ball @ 7:30 p.m
Regional Special Events Center
Jacksonville State at Murray State
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Super Bowl
Sunday offers
super rematch
Super Bowl Sunday is here. Ring in the
festival tl\at is the Super Bowl. This is the
one true American sports event that most
people watch just to watch, be it for the
game, commercials or half-time show.
The Super Bowl has become more than a
game. It has become a spectacle. If that is
what you're looking for, this column is not for you;
this is about the
game - the reason
this spectacle is on
display.
Super · Bowl
XLII: the New
England Patriots
and the New York
Giants.
: The Patriots are
approaching history and a perfect 19Aaron
0.·: record. The
Giants, a wild card
Weare
team out of the
Sports Editor
Nat ional Football
Conference, have beaten all the confer·
ence has to offer.
The Patriots are perfect in just about
every sense of the word up to this point in
the season. Their two main running
backs, Laurence Maroney and Kevin
Faulk, who have exactly zero fumbles this
year. Quarterback Tom Brady has the
best quarterback rating since 2004. The
Patriot offense amassed 589 points this
season, the most in NFL history. To say
the Patriots are good is a disservice to
them. That said. here are some things that
the New York Giants will have to do to
beat this team.
The Giants must overcome many
obstacles to beat the Patriots. In their first
meeting, in week 17 of this season, the
Giants played about as good a game as
they could play and still lost at home to
the Patriots. What they need is to learn
from that game.
The Patriots had the football for 40 of
the 60 minutes of that game. The Giants
need to fix that statistic. To do that, the
Giants need to exploit one of the Patriots'
few weaknesses and run defense. In all of
the Patriots' close games this season, their
opponents controlled the game by run·
•rung the football. The Giants have two
running backs in, Brandon jacobs and
Ahmad Bradshaw who can lead that
charge.
Jacobs and Bradshaw are the Giants'
version of thunder and lightning. Jacobs
is 6 feet 4 inches tall and 262 pounds of
.freight train. Bradshaw is a threat to take
one to the end zone on just about every
play. Between the two, they can help to
keep the potent Patriots' offense off the
field.
• You can't stop the Patriots' offense.
The only thing that has even slowed it
down has been Mother Nature, and so the
.Giants' best option is to keep it off the
field.
· To go with the Giants' thunder and
lightning attack. quarterback Eli Manning
bas to continue playing like he has the last
month. Eli is not his b rother Peyton, nor
is he Tom Brady; Eli just needs to manage
the game, make good decisions on where
to throw the ball and the Giants will do
fine.
The Giants' last key to victory will be
scaring in the red zone. Last week, the
Patriots held San Diego to four field goals
in the red zone. The Patriots went on to
win the game 21-12. Coincidence? I think
not. Against the Patriots you have to
score touchdowns to hope to keep up
with their offense.
There it is. It's that easy for the Giants.
If they just go out and do these things. the
game is theirs. Yeah right, and I'm also a
member of the English royal family.
The Giants realistically don't have a
shot at this game. They gave their best
effort more than a month ago against
. Ne'Y England and really didn't come
close.
Monday, Tom Brady will look back at
this week and realize his toughest battle
will have been avoiding marriage proposals at media day. New England will win
31-21.
Aaron Weare is the sports editor at the
Murray State News. E-mail comments to
aaron. weare@murraystatc.cdu
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Track and Field
spends weekend
at Bloomington
Kyle Rogers
Contributing writer

With the weather remaining unpredictable. the Murray
State track team has found
comfort inside. Murray State
track and field will return to
Bloomington, Ind., today. to
compete in the Indiana
Relays. The Racers participated in the Gladstein InvitationaJ last weekend, also held
in Bloomington.
"The facilities arc very
• nice," first-year Racer Assis1 tant Coach Chris England
' said. "It's a great place to
showcase the great athletes
around the region. Neither of
these events give out scores.
but it's a great opportunity to
get experience. We focus
more on the individual performance when there arc no
scores. We gain' more that
way, instead of worrying
about the other athletes."
England ~aid the meet does
helps the athlete~ prepare for
the OVC championships in
late February.
"That's what we arc really
working for," Englan'd said.
"Even though these events
aren't scored, w~ get to see
how our athletes are doing."
The Racers will step up the
competition when they travel
to Southern Illinois Feb. 8.
This will be the first time they
are scored against other athletes in 2008.
"It's easier to judge where
we
arc at Southern Illinois,"
I
England said. "At Indiana, we
are up against Big 10 and Big
East schools. At SIU. we're
with schools our size and also
some OVC schools."
After the first trip to Carbondale,
lll..
senior
Dominique Robinson was
named Pepsi's Athlete of the
Week. England was full of
praise for Robinson.
"I though it was wonderful,"
England
said.
"Dominique is a senior leader
for us and one of our key ath·
letes."

Robinson finished fifth in
the weight throw and eighth
in the shot put at the Saluki
Invitational.
With aU of the indoor season leading up to the OVC
championships in March. the
Racers can rest assured their
season will not be over.
March 22 the Racers travel to
Memphis, Tenn., to start the
outdoor season"It's two different seasons
fo r us," England said. "Each
season has its championships
and we prepare for them dif•
fercntly."
The difference between the
two seasons is more than
meets the eye.
"One of the positives of
indoor is the control of the
weather. You don't have to
worry about snow or rain,"
England said.
"One of the negatives is the
distances. The indoor track is
half as long as the outdoor
track. so our runners have to
make more turns."
W hile the Racers don't
have to worry about the
weather at indoor competitions, they aren't so lucky in
practices. England said during
practices. weather doesn't
matter.
"We use our facilities at the
stadium no matter what happens with the weather. Even if
it's raining, snowing or just
cold, we'll be out there."
England said the Racers
hope to build on what they
did last week in Bloomington.
Even though the coaching
staff knows scores are not
handed out, it doesn't underestimate the event's importance.
"Overall. last week was a
great event. It was our first
competition after the very
long holiday break: England
said. "We had outstanding
individual performances, no
injuries and a positive attitude leading up to the next
few meets."
Kyle Rogers C4lJ bt.• reached at
kyle.rogcrs@murraystate.edu.

photo by Kristen Mdlerffhe NeM

freshman Katelyn Jones sets the pace In theGladstein Invitational.

Sophomore Amber Thomas getsready to take off in her race last weekend.
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Conference elects to eliminate football requirement
Autumn Boaz
Editor in Chief
In a Jan. 16 meeting in Nashville,
Tenn., the Ohio Valley Conference
Board of Presidents e lected to change
the conference's constitution in order
to eliminate the football requirement
for OVC membership.
University P~esident Randy Dunn
said Wednesday that despite some con·
cern regarding the regulation change
for the conference's football program,
the change does not mean current
members of the league are allowed to
drop their football programs.
He said the induction standards sim·
ply broaden the OVC's possibilities for
expansion.
"(The OVC) changed the constitutional language to allow membership of
new institutions that do not compete in
football,'' Dunn said.
"One of the things that we did in that
constitutional change was also to put a
proviso in there that indicated that pre·
sent members (of the conference)
could not just drop football on a
whim."

With Samford's exit from the OVC at·
the end of this season, the conference
is left with 10 football teams. Athletic
Directo r Allen Ward said keeping the
number of teams even would help
establish divisional play within the
conference in order to create rivalries.
"As we're looking at it, I think 10
could be a very good number," Ward
said. "But as we expand, I think we
probably want to look at it by going up
by two, if that time ever comes.... but I
think what we always have to focus on
is do we have the ,opportunity to
strengthen and improve the conference."
"If we can do that, and expansion is a
part of that, then I think that's why we
need to look at it."
OVC Commissioner John Steinbrecher said no applications for new
members have been submitted to the
conference. Dunn said one of the universities who bas shown interest in
joining the OVC is Southern UlinoisEdwardsville.
"(Southern IllinoisEdwardsville) is a fast-growing campus," Dun n said. "They give the OVC

instant exposure in the St. Louis market, which is huge nationally and geographically, they would be a great competitor anu rival for us in basketball."
Steinbrecher said the decision to
drop the football requirement gives
OVC Universities more flexibility if an
additional team is eventually added to
thcOVC.
"It speaks about the (University)
presidents willingness to look at teams
in other conferences, even if they don't
have football programs," Steinbrecher
said.
Dunn said East Tennessee State University, a former OVC member, is
curently the only other school that has
made it into the conference's new
membership discussion. Dunn said no
membership offers have been made to
East Tennessee or any other school at
this time.
Dunn said if the League chooses to
expand, inducting a new team into the
OVC could take about one to two
years, depending on the regulations of
the team's present conference.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@lmwTaystiltc.cdu.

OVC universities
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville State
Morehead State

Murray State
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
After this season.
Samford University
will leave the OVC,
leaving an open spot
in the conference
line up.
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Each week, The News will pick five of the top plays In Racer athletics. To
subffiit a play to be considered for Hot Shots, contact Aaron Weare at
aaron.wearelmurraystate.edu

photos br Elaine Kight/17Jt' News

Nearly 6,000 fans packed the Regional Special Events Center for the Southeast Missouri State·Murray State game televised on ESPN2. The crowd was
the taroest recorded since the Murray State·Samford game Jan. 30, 2006. 3,500 t·shirts were handed out to fans for the "Be Bold. Wear Gold" game.
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T~women's basket·
"'' team defeated
A}!stin Peay State
Jkjverslty 78-57 in
: ~arksville, Tenn..
:::thursday night

t

.....

Junior Amber Guffey became
the 17th Murray State women's
baSketball player to enter the
l,ooo-polnt dub Saturday as
the Racers took on Southeast
Missouri State. Guffey also set
a women's arena record as she .
hit 17 of 19 free throws for a
game·high 2-4 points.

,

Junior Tyler Holloway sanlt two
free throws with 5.8 seconds
left In the Racer's nationally
televised game Saturday
against Southeast Missouri
State. The free throws sealed
the one-point Racer victory,
which extendfd their winning
streak to seven.

The Southeast Missouri men
defeated flrst·place OVC team
Austin Peay 1Z1·n6 In triple
overtime Tuesday night The
win put the Racers in atie with
the Governors for first place.

t
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Men's and women's tennis travel
to .Kerilake for .early season match
Steve Miller

in the No.6 spot.

Staff writer

The Racers' best chance for a victory
came in doubles action. The team of Pompeu and Ksiezopolski came just shy of
defeating Childs and Clos, 8·7 at No.2.
The team of Horton and Gerlach lost 8-4
in the top spot, while Junior and sopho·
more Adam Perry dropped an 8-1 decision.
"I was impressed with the way we performed in doubles competition;• Purcell
said. "Also, I was happy how No.4, Sand 6
players competed."
With Louisville behind them, two more
major programs loom for the Ra~:ers in the
month of February, but Purcell is looking
forward to the matches against the University of Kentucky and the University of
Tennessee.
''Playing opponents like Louisville, Kentucky and Tennessee helps prepare us for
conference play later in the season," Pur·
cell said. "We improve both physically and
mentally down the stretch after these
matches."
The Men will face Bethel College Saturday and Vincennes Junior College Sunday.
The women's team will open the season

The Murray State men's tennis team visited nationally ran~ed Louisville last
weekend to open the season. Louisville 30, proved to be a tough opponent as the
Racers tried to shake off thejr postseason
rust.
"We always open' the .season against
Louisville, and we always expect a tough
match," Head Coach Mel Purcell said.
Louisville shut out Murray State and
won the contest 7-0. Senior Yuri Pompeu
~
faced 36th ranked nationally Austen
Childs at the top singles spot and was
defeated 6-0, 6·1.
Senior Hunter Gerlach lost a 6-1, 6-0
game to David Simon at No. 2 singles, and
.senior Nicholas Ksiezopolski was overcome 6-3, 6-1 at No.3.
Senior Chris Horton was in the No.4
spot and fell 6-1, 6-3 to Robert Rotaru. The
newest member of the team, Jadir Junior
lost 6-3, 6·2 at No. 5, and Junior Mikel
HeadforJ played a strong second set but
eventually submitted 6-2, 7-5 to Ben Clos

Sunday against Belmont.
Purcell likes the matchup against this
weekend's teams. A chance back-to- back
wins can help the team rebound from last
weekend. Although the schools arc small·
er programs, Purcell doesn't underestimate their talent.
"Bethel's No. l, 2 and 3 players arc usu ~
ally tough, and I have recruited many talented players from Vincennes in the pa'st
10 years," Purcell said.
The women's team, after going 9·1 in the
Ohio Valley Conference last season, won
the OVC championship and lost to Vanderbilt in the first round of the NCAA
tournament.
"We're very excited to start our spring
season," women's Head Coach Connie
Keasling said. "The non-conference teams
that we'll be playing this spring arc very
similar to the competition in our conference. It gives our young players a chance
to gain some much needed experience."
The Racers open the season against Belmont Saturday at 2 p.m.
Steve Miller can be reached at
stcven.miller@murraystate.cdu

photo by Elain<' Kight!Thf' News

Junior Amber Guffy takes ajumpshot aQalnst Southeast Missouri State. •,.

Guffey scores 1,000 .:~=·
Staff Report
J140ior Amber Guffey scored
her 1,000th point in as a Murray State Racer on Saturday in
the Racers' loss to Southeast
Missouri State, 81-74.
"It's a relief, but I don't think
about it," Guffey said. "I don't
pay too much attention to it."
Guffey led all scorers with
24 points, shooting 17 for 19
from the free throw line. Junior

Ashley Hayes added 19 points
and seven rebounds for the' •
Racers. making three of fi~e·
three-point shots..
Five Redhawks scored in
double figures. Missy Whitney
had 19 to lead the Skyhawks.
Crysta Glenn had 11 points ~nd
10 rebounds.
.:;·
The Racers' next game wil~
be Saturday, at home, agabist'
Jacksonville State. Tip-off : Q;'
scheduled for 5:30p.m
::::
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Congratulations

O U TSTAN DI N
SE R VICE

DERS H IP TO T H E U N I VE R SITY.

Criteria:
1. Must be a December 2007 or May 2008
Graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities
indicate leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change
and can accomplish goals and is of service
to students and faculty.
4. Grade point average Is of no considera~nee:.______________________________
Campus Address :._________________
Name Of Nominating Organization Or Individual:

Activitie ...______________________________1

Additional Comments:

Three letters of recommendation (from peers,
instructqrs, whomever you like) validating the
nominee's leadership capabilites must be
submitted by NOON, FRIDAY, MARCH 7,

2008

to the 2008 Summer Orientation Counselors

Adam Board
Casey Coffman
Paige Barton
Adam Prescott
CC Lowe
Philip Berardi
Annie Vandiver
Colton Gray
Rachel Just
Amanda Metzler
Dawn Cobb
Rebecca Douglas
Ariel Frechtman
Hannah Speer
Ronald Sickles Jr
Ben Stinnett

Hillary Harris
Tristen Goodman
Brett Welter
Holly Routledge
Wes Edwards
Brittany Clukaj
Jeremy Collins
Jordan James
Carlee Peterworth
Jonathan Burdon
Katie Taylor
Kayla Riley
Jordan Clinton
Mitch Hultman
Leigh Anne Buttrick:.
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.Key Players
PATRIOTS
Tom Brady: The best quarterback
in football just has to play like it,
sprained ankle or not.

'

I

'

I

i

I

Randy Moss: Moss has been nonexistant in two playoff games. T hat
won't last past the first drive Sunday
Asaote Samuel: If Samuel can shut
down Plaxico Burress, the Giants
w ill become one dimensional.

GIANTS
'Eu
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Manning: The Giants quarterback
· has to continue his stellar play for
his team to have a chance.

SUPER BOWL XLII PICKS
New England Patriots vs. New York Giants
Aaron Weare
Sports Editor

Ashley

Edward~

.

Defensive Line: This unit bas to put
pressure on Tom Brady. If they don't
pressure Brady, the Giants will lose.

~

Autumn Boaz

~

~

Editor in Chief

~

~

Emily Wuchner

~

College Life Editor

~

News Editor

, Elaine Kight

~.

Robin Phelps

Photography Editor
Brandon Jacobs: T his bruising back
~ to run the ball, and keep the
Patriot offense of the field.

February I, 2008

~

Alaina Zanin

~

Staff writer

~ '
~

Charlie Cox

MAKE MONEY

Opinion Editor

Copy Editor

BY RECYCLING!
WITH KEY AUTO PAIITII
IF YOU NEED TO MAKE MONEY FOR Y<kJR
ORGANIZAnON (FRAT/SORORITY/ETC.)

Collect cans for recycling! (55111b). COnlaCf
Jerry or Trlsh at Key A~o Parts & R8CfCIIng.

• Fresh flowers • Silk flowers •
• Balloons • Gift Baske ts •
• Gowmet Chocolate • Jeweiry •

YOU CAN

r ot/uvt/t/"

DELIVER

w,;e;

OR

WE CAN PICK UP
100 LBS OR MDR•

1850 STATE ROUTE 1215
MURRAY, KY 42071

Yoll •:An Call HoMe

National Student Exchange
•
•

•

Exchange for up to one full year
Pay Murray State tuition to attend schools
throughout the U.S., Puerto Rico, Guam, the
Virgin Islands and Canada
Kentucky Residents
Use your KEES money to pay for your tuition
at MSU and exchange to another college of

•
•

•
•

•

'
Murray Place
APAR. T M E N TS
~

1700 Lowes Drive - Murray, KY 42071 - 887-870-2758

b~~
~tlnore information, contact
Dr. Ross Meloan, Coordinator
Career Services
21 0 Ordway .Hall
(270) 809-3735
ross.meloan@ murraystate.edu
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'Invisible Children' raises awareness,!
film encourages help for Ugandans

WHO CARES?

Each week The News wilt
feature a different issue that
affects our campus, community and ultimately our
world.

Casey Northcutt
Staff writer

Photo courtesy epn.net

'Invisible Children' Is a documentary made by three youno filmmakers
who traveled to Uoanda and witnessed the country's tumultuous state.

The concrete beneath their
heads feels cold and hard.
The village hospital is dark
and cramped. It's too small to
hold them all, so they must
curl up tightly and try to
sleep. Some of the younger
ones cry, wanting to go home
to their mothers.
But, if they did, the Lord's
Resistance Army might
abduct them by morning.
Since the 1990s. the children of northern Uganda have
left their homes every night,
walking miles to the closest
schools, hospitals and other
community areas in search of
safety. In a country torn by
civil war for more than 20
years, according to globalsecurity.com, they fear abduction and assimilation into the
rebel army.
Their bleak and tragic story
moved Patrick Wallace,
junior from Hawesville. Ky.,
into action.
"It's so unjust that you really can't help but get
involved,'' he said.
Two years ago, Wallace
watched a documentary
called "Invisible Children: the
Rough Cut" describing the
war and violence raging in
Uganda.
According to the fUm, the
war began when a woman
named
Alice
Lakwena
believed God ordered her to
overthrow the government
for mistreating the Acholi
tribe.
Lakwena created a movement that continued even
after ber exije. Joseph Kony. a
man claiming to be ner

Jouthwoods
Summer Camp Jobs Available!
Southwood.\· is a co-ed residential children s camp in the Adirondack Mountains of New York. Southwoods is seeking ENTHUSIASTIC. ENERGETIC,
AND FUN LOVING individuals to make a positive impact on a childs life.
Benefits of working at Southwoods includes salary. room &: board, laundry,
work and internship experience and SO MUCH MORE!!

We are coming-to YOUR CAMPUS!
On campus interviews scheduled f or February 11th & 12th.
Please contact Brooke Harris Wiles, of the Career Services Office. at
270-809-3117 in order to reserve an interview time slot.
Interviews are first come. first serve ...so call Career Services today!
www.southwoods .com.or 1-888-449-3357 for more information

cousin, took control of her
followers and transformed
them into the Lord's Resistance Army to rebel against
the government. As support
for the resistance waned, the
LRA resorted to abducting
children from homes, schools
and villages to stock its ranks,
according to Invisiblechildren.com.
"Children are considered
the best soldiers," the site
said, "because they are
impressionable enough to
brainwash, big enough to
carry a gun and plentiful
enough to create huge masses
of fighters."
Wallace, along with hundred of thousands of people
across the United States. has
joined the fight to take M16s
out of the hands of children.
The three young filmmakers who created the documentary later established
Invisible Children, a nonprofit organization devoted to
changing the Western point
of view.
They said they hoped
Americans might do more
than empathize with the
Ugandan plight; they hoped
people might be moved to act.
"I never really thought that
there could be a war with
children," Wallace said. "I
kind of doubted it, at first,
when I heard about it, and
then I looked online and the
images they have and the
videos they have are so real.
You can't help but believe it
and try to intercede for the
children."
More than 30,000 children
have been taken from their
families, comprising 90 percent of LRA troops or serving
as sex slaves to the rebel
army, according to Ugandacan.org. Because .of this, thou·
sands of children leave their
homes each night to huddle
topthcr on the bare .Ooors of
makeshift shelters, hoping to

find safety in numbers.
Invisible Children brought
attention to this humanitarian
crisis in several ways, including screening the documentary across the U.S. and emulating the long walks Ugandan
children took each night to
find safety.
On April 29, 2006, more
than 80,000 people in 130
cities nation-wide walked to
designated locations and slept
outside as a part of the Global
Night Commute, an event
labeled one of the biggest
demonstrations for Africa in
the U.S. By braving the elements. they brought the
world's attention to a nation's
previously overlooked devastation.
Wallace joined the movement with his own event. Last
spring, he organized youth
conferences in Murray and in
his hometown of Hawesville,
Ky., that focused on exposing
these horrors. After watching
the documentary, participating
youth
experienced
"prayer commutes" in which
they walked through rooms
decorated to resemble dilapidated African buildings and
prayed for the children who
had to crowd into them for
safety each night.
Through the sale of lnvisi·
ble Children merchandise,
Wallace has also raised
approximately $950 so far.
"Once you get others to
understand (the situation)
and learn from it, 1 think
that's what starts a movement
and that's what starts change
happening in America and
then change happening in
Uganda," he said.
Congress passed the Northern Uganda Crisis Response
Act in 2004, the first American legislation to address the
problem, according to lnvisiblechildren.com.
As of Sept. 1, 2006, a few
months after the Global Night

Commute, the LRA and the
Ugandan government called a
ceasefire while they held
peace talks.
The country, however, still
exists in shambles. Ninety
percent of the population has
been relocated to lntemation· 1
ally Displaced Persons camps,
where people suffer from disease, malnutrition and nighttime attacks from the LRA.
Andrew Mittelstadt, a
recent high school graduate
from Casper, Wyo., became ·.
involved with Invisible Chi!·
dren after traveling to Ugan·
da with his church and witnessing first-hand the plight,
desperation and capacity for
survival.
"I saw these amazing people," he said. "They suffered
so much in their lives, but
they still had the brightest
smiles I've ever seen."
Mittelstadt now works as a
volunteer for the organization
and travels with a team
through the Mid-Atlantic
region, including Kentucky,
screening the documentary in
colleges and high schools.
He said the organization
seeks to keep global attention
on Ugandan strife while orga·
nizing programs to assist the
country with education and
other needs.
The movement, however,
has effected more than the
American concern with
Africa.
"A lot of the stories we get
are about how Invisible Children has inspired youth to get
up and do something for others, no matter whether it's for
Uganda or for their next-door
neighbor," Mittlelstadt said.
"(We hear stories from
youth) who where inspired to
help and love those around
them or those around the
world."
Casey Northcutt can be
reached at casey.northcutt@
murraystate.edu.

The sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma would like to Invite the
following gentlemen to come "Party Hearty" with them at
the Murray Banquet Cencter on Friday, February 8, 2008
from 9 p.m. to midnight. ..
Aaron Carrico
Adam Board
Adam Forsythe
Adam Perry
Adam Prescott
Adam Scott
Alan Colburn
Albert Jones
Alex Doumbusch
Alex Freeman
Andrew Beckman
Andrew Beyke
Andrew

Clint
Cody Farthing
Colton Gray
Corey Grissom
Cory Balthrop
Damon Prince
Dave Normansell
David Borum
Doug Dowell
Doug VanBuren
Drew Leaper
Drew Snider
Evan Geraci
Filipa Proenca

Graham Kuusalo
Grant Masterson
Hal Watkins
Heath Lemond
Hombra Dennis
Hunter Brown
Jack Andley
Jacob Lyon
Jacob
Jacob

Kent
Kyle Craig
Lee Taylor
Leonard Matlock
Lucas Allen
Lucian Rogers
Luke Cornell
Marshall Toy
Marshall Welch
Luke Cornell
Marshall Toy
Marshall Welch
Mason Carter
Mason Johnson
Matt Bauer
Matt Beeler
Matt Elbe

Matt Ernsting
Matthew Hearn
Matthew Kiesel
Michael Belcher
""""""'"'" Vanhooser
Watson

Esponal
Miller
Lewis
rAr1n~1n Saia
Tayler Brehm
Todd Pruett
Travis Meyer
Travis Taylor
Trey Tindell
Trey Vincent
Tyler Geib
Tyler Green
Tyler Petty
Wes Cullen
Wes Cunningham
Wes Edwards
Zach Howze
Zach Wlpfler
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Kelley's latest album fit for 'Special Company'_
Staff writer Charlotte Kyle writes
the music reviews.
Ah. February.
A month of intense cold when it
comes to temperatures, but, if you're
lucky enough to have a boyfriend or
girlfriend, a month of intense heat in
other parts of your life.
To celebrate this month of love, I
picked up what could be considered
the perfect Valentine's gift.
I'm not talking about anything
kinky, so please keep your mind out
of the gutter.
I'm referring to Josh Kelley's latest
release. a 14-track album titled "Special Company".
Barely a month after marrying
"Grey's Anatomy" actress Katherine
Heigl, Kelley released his fourth
album, a collection of tracks that
show exactly how in love this musi·
cian really is.
The flrst track, "Two Cups of Coffee", opens up with a minute-long
guitar intro, familiar and repetitive
as if it were made for Guitar Hero.
The track calms down, however,
when Kelley's vocals begin - a sad
track of longing and missing your
loved one, traced with sweet elements of belief and hope for a future
together.
"One day we are gonna get married," Kelley sings optimistically,
backed by smooth repeating vocals
similar to an old Sam Cooke or other
soul-stirring song.

Photo lOUrtesy amazon.com

Josh Kelley's latest album, "Special Company," hits stores Tuesday.
After the first track, I knew the
album could go one of two ways: it
could continue bordering on this
perfection that I found in the opener,
or it could crash and burn, leaving
only one or two songs worthy of my
iPod's play list.
Don't worry, y'all - Kelley came
through.
The second (and title) track, "Spe-

cial Company", is a cross between a
classic lovemaking song, like one by
Marvin Gaye or Barry White, and a
contemporary R&B track. Kelley
interrupts the instrumental interlude
to spit out a freestyle flow that
seems like he ~Tote while banging
out with his friends.
It is this mix of musical genres and
elements that really separates Kelley

and the album from the other male
solo artists. Rather than going the
acoustic route, Kelley has chosen
more of a bluesy guitar, while the
background vocals on tracks are
reminiscent of a southern choir.
Those soulfuJ vocals can easily
transform into a rough Maroon 5
sound with "My Kind". It is a monumentally upbeat, energy-charged
song that transcends genre barriers,
with lyrics of frustration while Atariesque keys blend into the background.
"Tidal Wave" takes a metaphor
and rolls with it, featuring lyrics like
"I was so damn comfortable 'til you
jumped in my ocean/I may not
understand you, but I'm learning as 1
go."
The music nerd in me was excited
for the album not only because of
Josh Kelley, but also because of the
brilliant artists with which he collaborated - David Yaden, Keaton
Simons and Charles Kelley, his
brother and lead singer of country
band Lady Antebellum.
Most people may not recognize
these names, but this sort of underground fraternity of music that tends
to gravitate toward Kelley's
Nashville home creates some of the
best tunes in my collection.
In addition to those artists, songwriter Diane Warren wrote "Unfair",
a track that appears not only on
"Special Company" but also on the
soundtrack to the film "27 Dresses".
That isn't the only or most obvious

of Heigl connections. "Hey Katie"
was clearly written for the actress.•
The song isn't incredibly prQ;-· •
found: instead it is a simple son~::
about a girl, but every artist needs:
his Layla, Mandy o r Alison.
:·
T he track begins with Yaden·
speaking, a quiet "Oh, hold on, the
tea's on" before the music and Kelley's vocals begin. According to
Yaden on his band The Weight's:
official Web site, they were recording that song in Kelley's home whe!l;
the kettle started whistling.
• :,
Something about the simple statci:
meat gives the record a charming;:
honest, "sitting around the living":
room playing music" feel. It is ~·:
pleasant mental image.
.
"Special Company" is availabl(:
through iTunes for $7.99 and hits
stores Tuesday.
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at
charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen. but don't bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try
before you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Indiana's version of Music City offers·taste of Midwest living
Nashville, Ind.
Here's a secret. Did you know another
Nashville exists outside of Music City, USA?
Welcome to Nashville, Ind.- an
quaint and unique
area in Brown
County. It is
perfect if you
and your sweetie need a place
to go for a
Valentine's Day
getaway, or, if
you're single, gath·er some friends for
ari action-packed weekend.
For a scenic five-hour drive, you can take a
day or weekend trip to Midwest Living Magazine's No.6 ranked "best small town getaways."
; Outdoor enthusiasts can enjoy hiking
through the county's state park while shoppers
can enjoy flea markets and more than 300 specialty shops.
I After your arrival, browse the Artists Colony
Inn Colonial Craft Shop. The shop features and
~Us furniture and accessories used throughout
t~e historic bed and breakfast. Locally made
items include baskets, jewelry, primitive wall
quilts, pottery, oil lamps and other crafts.
(Since 1907, Brown County has been considered lhc art colony of the Midwest, according
to browncounty.com, with hundreds of
P,ainters, photographers and writers drawing
ipspiration from the serenity and cultural
cfiarm of the area.
For a small price, take a historic tour, provid-

l

ed by Brown Country Tours, through the town
to recapture the spirit of pioneers when they
built cabins and made their own tools and
crafts.
Storyteller Jacob Brown will lead you
through the Living Village in verse, song and
rhyme. You can watch artists and crafte rs in
their studios as they create art in the pioneer
tradition.
When browsing the sidewalks and streets of
Nashville, you are likely to run into artists
working in outdoor public venues, even in the
winter months.
The area also offers renowned restaurants
famous for home cooking. Visit the Nashville
House, built in 1859 as the original hostelry
house in Brown County. T he reasonably priced
lunch me nu offers specialties like smoked
sausage and chopped steak, while dinner
includes Hoosier bam and country-fried bamsteak.
After your meal, visit the state park's Saddle
Bam for a $10, 2.2-mile or $15, 3.2-mile horseback ride through Brown County's 16-acre state
park area. lf riding's not your thing. considering biking a 3-mile trail through the park.
Next on your adventure, visit the Brown
County Winery for complementary wine tast·
ing. You can see wine production through two
large viewing windows. Short wine tours are
available for $3 per person.
Pay $6 per person for a tour, wine tasting and
cheese and crackers. Be sure to sample the winery's famous Red Raspberry and Cranberry
Apple wines, both $9.43 per bottle.
Nashville offers entertainment venues
including dance barns, theaters and bluegrass

entertainers. Mike's Music and Dance Barn
offers a ballroom dance night the second Friday of each month. For $10, dancers can perform the cha-cha, waltz and two-step. Doors
open at 6:30 p.m. Dancing and music begin at 8
p.m.
Every Friday night the venue features Mike
Robertson and the Smooth Country Band and
line dancing 6-8 p.m.
If you're looking for some more country
themed music, consider paying a visit to the
Little Nashville Opry. Beginning March 7 at 8
p.m., the Friday Night Opry will showcase The
Little Nashville Express Band with Brad Mag-

ness. Admission is SlO.
For more information, visit
browncounty.com.
Every week the College life section provides fun and frugal
trip ideas. Clip out each week's destination and refer to it when
you get in a rut and need to qet away or are Itching lor an excit·
lng adventure.
If you know of an interesting or enterta1n1nq event goinq on
within a day's car ride, send your Cheap Trip information and a
phone number to ashleyb.edwardstmurraystate.edu.
Also. if you get a chance to oo to one of our Cheap Trill desti-nations, send an e-mail to the above address to say hoW it wenl
Sale travels'
•

Photo courtesy ot browncountyshops.com

These are just some of the specialty stores Nashville. Ind., provides for leisurely shopping.

...

MURRAY

CLASSIFIEDS

J

Employment: Local
Baptist Church seeks
fulltime Piano player
for church services. If
fnterested,
please
send resume to: attn:
church musician PO
Box 828 Murray, KY
a2071 or call 270-753.2358 for additional
Information.

PER WORD!
11 1 Wilson Hall • 762-4491

Ads may be submitted in
Wilson Hall room 111,
'mailed to Classifieds, do
: The Murray State News,
2609 University Station,
Murray, KY 42071,
ore-mailed to

~henews@murraystate.edu

For more information
call 809-4478.
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International film series continues·
.

Whitney H arrod
Staff writer
Grab some munchies, pull up a
chair and journey through some
award-winning stories from Germany, Great Britain and Africa.
Cinema International presents
free-admission films Thursday
through Saturday, starting at 7:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Theater.
This weekend, the film "Henry
V", directed by Kennetn Branagh, is
being shown. Filmed in Great
Britain, the drama tells the story of
an English king who conquered an
army 10 times the size of hls own.
Cinema International was introduced to Murray State in 1986 with
the showing of "Metropolis".
The modem. languages department formed a group of faculty,
staff and students to nominate and
vote on a showcase of eight to 10
films each semester.
"We want to show really great

international films along wilh
American films," Michael Waag,
professor of modern languages,
said. "We put on films that have
been set apart from the mainstream."
ln order to advertise and show
the films in a public setting, the
committee must purchase performance rights from film distributors.
costing around $300 per movie.
The newly renovated Curris Center Theater includes a new sound
system, DVD projector and movie
screen.
Funding for the showings comes
from the Institute for International
Studies, the Office of Student
Affairs, several academic colleges
and other entities, Waag said.
Each year $5,000 is allotted for
Cinema International's budget.
Concessions including soft
drinks and popcorn are sold each
night of the showings, and money
raised benefits the mudern lan-

guages department.
Waag said the film "Pans
Labyrinth" received the largest
turnout last semester. Different
genres also draw attention.
"Controversial documentaries
such as 'Who Killed the Electric
Car' reeled in a lot of people," Waag
said.
''Henry V" is being shuwn in con·
junction with the Shakespeare festival.
Cinema International will show
the Sudanese-inspired 2006 documentary, "God Grew Tired of Us",
in light of Murray State's involvement in the Lost Boys of Sudan
campaign. Narratl!d by Nicole Kidman, the film tracks inclividual stories of young boys who were forced
from their homes by Northern
Sudan armies. They then marched,
with little or no food, thousands of
miles to relief camps in Ethiopia.
A 2006 African film, "Bamako",
produced in Bamako, Mali, will be

shown in February ro compliment
black history munth.
The film depicts the poor African
capital city of Mali anJ issues of
global capitalism. People suffer
fn1m the hardships of emigration,
corruption and low standards ofliv-·
in g.
"The ftlms arc a good way to.
experience .a little bit of other cui..:
tures in Murray," Katie Davidson,
sophomore from Evansville, Ind.,
said. "I enjoy watching the German'
films the best."
The 2006 German film. "The
Lives of Others", will be shown
\Vith F.nglish subtitles March 6-8:
To conclude the spring series, the
Best of The River's Edge Film Festi-:
val will be shown April 4·5. Films
featured from Paducah's interna-'
tional fUm festival include "Com-'
mit," "Cough Drop", "Joy Ride" and
others.
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu. ·

Stream Team.provides live campus broadcasts online
Ashley Henson
Staff writer
With online gaming, shopping and chatting, the 21st
century is all about instant
gratification.
It seemed only right for
Murray State to jump on
board and offer online broadcasts of its campus events and
air them live.
' In the fall of 2006, Dana
Howard from the Center for
Telecommunications Systems
Management and Todd Atchison
from
StreamerNet
worked with several TSM
students to stream a live feed
from Homecoming tradition
Tent City.
The students handled all
the production and the result
was a live Tent City show that

featured students, alumni and
faculty enjoying the festivities.
"The first live stream was
such a success, the day after
Homecoming, we immediately started planning for a
whole Homecoming show in
2007," Howard said. "So many
opportunities have come
from that first broadcast. For
example, we were the first
people to have a broadcasted
interview with Dr. Dunn
before he took on the role as
president."
T he Homecoming shows
offer something for everyone.
Howar d said the Stream
Team featured pieces about
Greek life, food, organizations
. across campus, and even
caught University President
Randy Dunn playing a little

.-

tune on the trombone.
Howard was the person
behind organizing the physical team.
She handled hiring, funding
and one-on-one time with
each team member.
Howard, along with Atchison and a five-student team,
orchestrate the media to be
broadcasted live and some·
times edited to be on demand
for viewers.
Since 2006, the team has
broadcasted events like weekly Student Government Ass~
ciation meetings, graduation,
the Lovett Live onstage series
and many other on-campus
events.
"We have weekly meetings
and take ideas about what
events need to be covered,"
Howard said. "We average

about 10 broadcasts a month,
but our team produces all the
material.
"The student team is made
up of mostly TSM students,
but we also wanted to incorporate broadcasting students
since the growth of the digital
age has been causing the two
fields to combine."
The 2007 Tent City webcast was a success. Using
StreamerNet and a simulcast
through Murray Electric,
4,000 people across the globe
watched the show.
"StreamerNet is a software
that allows us to track our
broadcasts by number of hits,
geographic location and how
many hits per day in that loca·
tion," Howard said. "It was
great when we broa<,l.casted
live from the December 2007

graduation because the families of international students
or students who live on theother sidt• of the U.S. got to
tunc in and watch their child
walk across the stage."
David Butler, a sophomore
from Louisville, Ky., ami
Stream Team leader, said he
believes this group reaUy captures what TSM is all about
because of its accessibility.
"Stream Team furthers the
central theme of TSM and
that is that we should bring all
applications to one network,
the Internet," Butler said.
"Stream Team allows anyone
with Internet access to view
our shows."
As one of the first members
to be involved with the pro·
ject, Butler said he believes
the group has done a lot in a

short period of time.
"1 became involved with
some joint projects between
StreamerNet and the University a year and a half ago,"•
Butler said. "Little did I know
that a few video streaming
projects would lead to a team
of students serving the University and the community:
We have only been around for
a little while now, but we'
have accomplished so much.
We have set up a work area,
and developed a humble arsenal of audio/ video equipment."
Information about the'
Stream Team can be found at
www.murraystate.edu/ tsm/ct

sm.
Asltley Henson can be
reached at ashley.henson@ '
murraystate.edu.
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VIP ANY BED
MONTHLY UNLIMITED
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Take 94 Welt (Main Street) to Donn Road, tan left, go put
MIIITIIJ Hlgb Scbool. Fourth street on the left Is Holiday Drtva.

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon- Frl 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sun 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
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In the fall of 1976 Sunset Boulevard opened to be the best. Record Store In West Ky.
Within a year we added car stereos to our mix with the same goal. 31 years later the
goal is the same.... This is what we do and we take great pride in doing it well.

Menu:
• New & Used CO's
• Quick Special Orders
• Quality C,ar Audio & Video
• iPod Intezgration
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• Satelitte Radio
• Navigation Systems
":
• Remote Starters & Sercuity Systems oo
• Best Damn Installation In West Kyl ~

Sunset Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut St.<Next door to Wendy's>
Murray, KY 758-0113
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V-Day promotes awareness
Ashley Edwards

generations, but I felt these
pieces r elated the most
wholelistically to our age
group as far as college students go."
She said the book is a compilation of pieces from vari·
ous writers, repor ters and
humanitarians.
"The works are nll complied by (the contributors)
stories," Poole said. "Things
that they've seen, things
they've experienced."
She said although the VDay group has been on campus for several years. it still
faces resistance because of its
message.
"A lot of the issues that we
talk about in 'Vagina Monologues' and things like that
are things that people usually
think are a private issue, or a
personal issue," Poole said.
"It's not private, it's not per·
sonal, it's something that
relates us to one another. It's
something that we can find in
common wich other people
and we can find that we can

College Life Editor
Vaginas always cause a stir
on campus, but this year
they're doing it double-time.
Murray State's V-Day team
performed "A Memory, a
Monologue, a Rant and a
J.?rayer" Tuesday in the Curris
Center Theater. The group
typically only performs
"Vagina Monologues".
Meghan Poole, junior from
Louisville, Ky., is this year's
V-Day organizer. She said
Tuesday's performance, a
play focusing on victims of
sexual assault, was based on
10 pieces selected from the
book "A Memory, a Monologue, a Rant and a Prayer",
edited by Eve Ensler.
"I picked pieces that I felt
were relevant to our age
group," Poole said. "There are
a lot of pieces that are relevant as far as international
violence stories. There's a lot
of pieces that are relevant to
o lder generations, younger

have better relationships with
other people if we're more
open about it."
Poole said she hopes audi·
ences see the. play as an
empowerment of women.
"'Vagina Monologues' is a
celebration o f everything
women go through," she said.
"A celebration of things
they've been through, of
things they've overcome, but
also the good things that happen to them."
T he V-Day group raises
money through its performances, a silent auction and
T-shirt sales. All of the money
goes toward ending violence
against women. Ten percent
goes to the international VDay fund and the rest is split
between the Murray State
Wo men's Center and the Purchase Area Sexual Assault
Center.
"We've seen in the past
couple years on our campus
that sexual violence does
occur," Poole said. " It occurs
on this campus, it occurs in

our area and it occurs in our
world. lt's raising awareness
that this is something that
affects us.... There's a gap in
our age group of things that
we believe affect us and
things that don't. This is
something that affects us.
This is real."
Poole said the V-Day performances are not only for
women. She said men are
affected by sexual violence as
well.
"I hope they see that this is
not just women's issues,"
Poole said. "We have men's
pieces and even though we
didn't talk about victimization
against men, which does exist,
we d id talk about bow violence against women affects
men.... I want (the audience)
to take away that victimization and violence against
women effects us all whether
we realize it or not, and I
want them to realize it. I want
people to have their serue of
reality changed."
Rebecca Hicks, sophomore

Misly Hays!Tha Nc~\.S.

Maoole Gorman, sophomore from Louisville, Ky., and Derrick Williams, •
sophomore from Paris. Tenn., of the Murray Dance Company performed
"Meand a Gun· durinQ Tuesday's performance.
• :
from Dawsons Springs, Ky.,
attended the performance and
said she enjoyed the show
because it was moving to see
the victims overcome their
sexual assaults.
"Not everyone is aware of
what happens to women and
everything, and this really
just opens everyone's eyes,"

Hicks said.
"Vagina Monologues" wil!
be performed at 6:30 p.m.~
Feb. 14 and 16 in Wrather
Auditorium. T his year's performance features "My Short
Skirt".
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

Professor adjtists to slower pace, spotlights research
Cody Arant
Staff writer
Life is a little slower in Murray.
.For Alexey Arkov, that is just per·
fect.
Arkov earned his doctorate in
biology from the University of
Texas-Houston Health Science Center. He performed his doctoral
research at the New York University
Medical Center.
"I have always been interested in
research," Arkov said. "I am espc·
dally interested in embryonic development which is how I got to New
York. They have a very good pro·
gr am there. In October 2000, l
joined the laboratory of Ruth
Lehmann to study problems of
developmental genetics."
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Alexey
Arkov
Assistant
Professor of
Biological
Sciences

Arkov left New
York
City
because he said
he
wanted a
chance to teach
while conducting
his research.
He said teaching
was a good way to
give back.
Arkov said Mur·
ray really stood
out to him.
"New York is a
big place," he
said. "It's a little
too
big,
you
know? I wanted
to come to a
smaller community. Murray had

everything to offer. It's a nice, small
college town. The people are very
friendly, the neighborhoods arc nice.
This is a very family-oriented place,
which is important to me."
Now, Arkov teaches molecular
senetics at Murray State while con·
ducting research into the molecular
mechanisms of early embryonic
development , specifically germline
cells and stem cells.
"Working with me on my research
are five undergraduate students," he
said. "We are looking into germline
cells, cells which are necessary for
the next generation."
Keely Netz, graduate student from
Hopkinsville , Ky•• wo rks with Arkov
on his research.
"I like Arkov," Netz said. " He's an
excellent professor and I've really
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Jar mechanisms behind early embry·
onic development." Arkov said.
The research is controvcrsi~l
world wide.
"I understand the controversy sur"
rounding stem cell research," Nctz
said. "I personally believe that it. !s
wrong to destroy fetuses for the
stem cells scientists research. How·
ever, at this point, there arc several
other ways to get them. As an exam·
ple, stem cells can be found by the
hundn.'<.is in the umbilical cord, and
most parents throw that away when
the hospital gives it to them. So, I
have no problem with the research
that is bein~ done into stem cells, SQ
long as it is done without the sacrifice of human life."
Cody Arant can be reached a.t
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.
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enjoyed working in his lab. We are
researching germ cells and their formation in Fruit Flies. These are the
cells that eventually become ovaries
and testis and so on. Understanding
how this p rocess works in fruit flies
can help us better understand how it
works in humans."
"Germ cells are not stem cells,"
Netz said. "What the public calls
stem cells arc the cells that give rise
to all other cells in the body. The
germ cells have already specified to
some extent, and give rise only to
reproductive cells."
When Arkov explained his
research, he began touching on concepts that quickly became too complicated for a layman to follow. He
touched on stem cell research.
"I work to understand the molec.u-
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705 M1\JN ST· U.S. (_.,U • II A.ZEL, KY -1.21H9 • 270-t92-6144
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• Tanning Beds w/ faciallamp s
$4 per one-ume visll,
one month unlimited lor only S24.95
mmute packages available

• Arms, legs, and Facial waxing
• Acrylic Nails

• Spa Manicuras/ Ptdicurll
Ar.ryhcs. gel nails, nail art
• Perms, Cut & Style
• Colors
• Highlights (feil and clp)

Walk Ins Welcome

• Haircuts S 10 (and up) deb1t. credit. and checks accepted

MSU Student 10 Discount
(Excluding Specials)

Next to August Moon • Walk-ins Welcome
Or Call (270)767-0000 for Appointments
Hairdressers
Naili
Trang
Kathy Smith. Nicole Forthman. Tina Duffy
Hours:

Monday - Friday • 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday • 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

/Jall Spa
Monday - s.turUy ...... - 8

s..s.r. Cloeed

(270) 761- 4772

p.m.

• Gel Nails F.. Set $25
• Gel Fill in $lS
• Located In Front of Food Giant it MuiTay

GivingBackto
Our Great Community!

1550 lowes Drive Suite A, Murray KY

Call (270)767-0000

NEW PACKAtE
AVAILA,LE FROM

SPECIAL TUESDAY NIGHT SHOW

THE TROPICS

ERIC CANTRELL AND
CROSSFIRE

TANNING SALON

TUESDAY FEB

5

THURSDAY FEB 7

OWf~HUW

. $1.JI..

HOOSIER DADDY
Check Band Listings and Menu At
www.bigapplemurray.com

10% MSU STUDENT DISCOUNT
food only
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CAJUN SPECIALS

BBQ • SOUPS
B EST SALADS lN TOWN
BURGERS & FRIES • GREAT DESSERTS
D ELI SANDWICHES •
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